
Company Description 

 

Acco Brands is worldwide leader of Office Products with a 1,7B USD Turnover in 2014. Acco is a brand 

house and in Europe works with 5 main brands. Rexel is the brand for stationary products around your 

Desk. GBC is the brand for binding and laminating solutions (machines and the consumables). Derwent is 

our pencil brand for artists. Nobo is our brand for presentation products (boards, screens). Kensington is 

our brand for computer products around your desk. Europe region is for Acco Brands the number two 

market after US where 20% of the Global sales is based.  

Problem description 

Acco has a global supply chain with in total 4000-4500 products for Europe with its main suppliers in Far 

East (China). Acco Brands also has two factories in Europe. Industrially you see volumes moving from 

China suppliers to Europe factories again.  From Far East lead-times are up to 3 to 4 months. Acco Eu-

rope Supply chain department has to plan and procure the goods from Far East and Europe suppliers 

and manage service levels against the right inventory levels. 

 Current forecast mix accuracy measured with lag 2 is approximately only 50-60%. This lower forecast 

accuracy leads to higher stock levels for the service level that Acco Brands intends to achieve (+96%). 

Current service levels are good and around 95-97%. Our stock turn is around  4 and needs to be im-

proved.  In our Demand Planning System Acco Brands works with a statistically driven demand plan that 

is enriched with market activities. Our Demand Planners work with a few statistical models that are not 

well understood how they statistically work or how they should be applied. Standard settings are known 

but it is not clear how to come to the right settings in a statistically sound way . Currently demand plan-

ners are changing the planning parameters to the picture they expect to see. Demand Planners are part 

of a European team and are spread over multiple locations in Europe.   

 Assignment description 

Support Acco in developing and implementing a decision model how to use the forecasting models in 

our Demand Planning system. Main questions are how to select the right forecasting model and how to 

select the right parameters with the purpose of increasing forecast accuracy to over 65%?    

 

 

 


